
DishDrawer™ Technology
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Integrated Single DishDrawer™
With over a decade of DishDrawer™ manufacturing, we are proud to introduce the latest

edition. Continuing with the ergonomically superior design, we have found new ways to

make your dishwashing experience easier, adjustable racks on the side of the drawer and

folding tines ensure complete versatility and adaptability. Follow this up with a range of

wash programmes and independently operated drawers and you have the ultimate

kitchen clean up companion.
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SmartDrive™ Wash Function

The unique brushless DC motor acts as both a wash pump and a drain pump, which means less moving parts and greater reliability. The pump brings water into the spray

arm, which rotates at different speeds depending on the wash cycle selected to deliver a superior clean and better dish care.

Nine Wash Options

All DishDrawer™ dishwashers feature nine wash programmes tailored to different washing requirements: Rinse, Fast Eco, Fast, Delicate Eco, Delicate, Normal Eco, Normal,

Heavy Eco, Heavy. The range of settings enables DishDrawer™ to wash everything from fine glass and crystal to heavily soiled pots and pans at the touch of a button.

Primary and secondary controls provide a simple interface for programme selection and operation while the delay start setting means the dishes can be done when it's most

convenient.

Superior Filtration

One of the challenges in all dishwashers is a robust filter system that removes debris and avoids blocking. The kidney filter and overmoulded filter plate creates a firm seal to

ensure that debris does not enter the wash mechanism and cause backflow. It is designed to be removable for easy and hygienic cleaning.

Adjustable Racking

DishDrawer™ includes a range of flexible and adjustable racking options for different wash requirements. The flexible cutlery basket can be customised for different utensils

and incorporates a separate small item container for easy loading and unloading. Pitch adjustable folding tines allow greater flexibility to customise loads. Tines can be folded

flat to accommodate a full load of pots and pans or fold up to hold delicate glassware and crystal. Pitch adjustable racks can accommodate normal plates or simply slide and

the rack can conveniently stack deep bowls. Wine glass holders ensure delicate glasses are secure throughout the wash and all side racking is fully adjustable to

accommodate short stem and long stem glasses. Added retainer clips are ideal for holding chopping boards and plastic containers in position during wash cycles.

Safe



Specs

Accessories

Cutlery basket 1

Knife clip 2

Capacity and loading

Place settings per drawer 6

Flexible racking system

Fold down and pitch adjustable
tines

Adjustable racks and cup racks

Accommodates long stemmed

wine glasses

Accommodates plates up to 290mm

Consumption Data

Test programme
Normal

Eco

Energy rating (per drawer) A

UK Energy rating label -

DishDrawer™ Double & Single

Noise level rating 43 dBA

Controls

Key lock

End of cycle beeps

One button start

Energy saving delay start option up to
12 hours

Rinse aid indicator light and lens

Electronic fault/Diagnostic indicator

Concealed control panel with single

touch programming

Dimensions

Overall height of product 410mm

Overall width of product 599mm

Overall depth of product 571mm

Performance

Built-in water softener

SmartDrive™ Technology

Quiet operation

Fan assisted drying

Ergonomic design

Flow through detergent dispenser

Intelligent water level sensing for

optimum performance

Power Requirements

AMP draw 10A

Safety

Three stage flood protection

Warranty

Warranty 2 years

Wash Programmes

9 wash programmes

Eco options

Permanent memory of the last cycle

used

Heavy

Heavy Eco

Normal

Normal Eco

Fast

Fast Eco

Delicate

Delicate Eco

Rinse

Check w ith your local retailer for pricing, availability and stock of this model. The product dimensions and specifications in this page apply to the specif ic product and model. Under our policy of continuous

improvement, these dimensions and specifications may change at any time. You should therefore check w ith your retailer or Fisher & Paykel's Customer Care Centre to ensure this page correctly describes the

model currently available.

DishDrawer™ dishwasher incorporates unique safety features such as Child Lock which both locks the drawer to prevent opening as well as disabling the buttons. In addition

it includes three stage flood protection; the high strength hose withstands water pressure several times greater than normal, overfill detection cuts the water supply if limits are

exceeded and the back-up switch activates the drain pump to remove any excess water.

Flow Through Detergent Dispenser

The DishDrawer™ detergent dispenser ensures that undissolved detergent does not drop into the tub, but instead is mixed as the machine fills with water. This not only

cleans each load better but also reduces the possibility of damaging delicate items such as aluminum, cutlery or porcelain glazes.


